Science

Literacy

This terms Science will cover Forces and
Magnets, followed by Electricity, with
Seasonal Change being covered
throughout the year.

Our first topic of the spring
term will be adventures. We will
start by reading the story
‘Where the Wild Things Are’,
and will be concentrating on
writing some letters.
After half-term our topic will be
animals, with a focus on factfiles.

History
In History, we will be focusing on
Great Explorers. We will be learning
about the adventures of Ibn Battuta,
Christopher Columbus, Neil
Armstrong and Neil Falcon Scott.

Geography
In Geography, we will be looking at
‘Wonderful Weather’. This will cover
hot and cold weather, the dangers of
weather and forecasting the weather.

Adventures
&
Animals

Mathematics
In Maths we will start this term by
looking at multiplication and
division. We will them move on to
cover fractions and measures
(length, height, mass, capacity
and temperature).
Computing
This term we will begin by looking at
how technology is used outside of
school, followed by creating pictures,
and making and using spreadsheets.

Music
This term we will be focusing on the
structure of music and then musical
elements.

PE
This term we will be focusing on
dance and gymnastics. PE will
continue to be on a Thursday
afternoon.

DT
This term will be about making
Fabric Bunting and then onto the
topic of Pirate Paddy’s Packed
Lunch, which explores material.

Spring 2019
PSHE
PSHE will continue to be
taught by Mrs Lealman on a
Thursday afternoon. She
will be covering
‘Communities’.

RE
We will be focusing on different
signs and symbols within religions
and then a focus on the Easter Story
after the half term.

Dear Class 1 Parents/carers,
We hope you all had a lovely Christmas break and we
can’t wait to hear what everyone has been doing. We are
really excited for everything that 2019 will bring.
Just as a reminder, the door opens at 8:45am for children
to come straight into their classrooms. Register is taken at
9am ready for lessons to begin and children will be
marked down as ‘late’ if they arrive to school after 9am.

Miss Kirk, Mrs. Lealman and Miss Dunning.

PE and Clothing
For P.E. all children require a pair of trainers or plimsoles, a
white top and a black pair of shorts. Jogging bottoms and a
jumper would be useful for outdoor PE particularly as the
weather is getting much colder.
If any spare school clothing is borrowed, could we please ask
that it is returned to school a.s.a.p.
If ALL items of clothing can have names clearly marked in
them, it really helps with returning items to the correct
person.

Parent and child activity ideas to do at home:
Regular reading outside of school will really help them build confidence and fluency in reading. Reading the
books your child brings home supports the learning they are doing in school as they will be practicing the
sounds they have learnt during their daily phonics sessions. Children willcontinue tohave one homework sheet
to complete every week, which will consolidate the week’s learning. This will be a short Maths or English task. It
will be set on a Friday and collected in on the following Thursday. Please do not hesitate to ask if you have
any questions.

